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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a power trans-
fer device for a vehicle including a friction clutch, a motor,
a worm speed-reduction gear mechanism, a conversion
mechanism, and an electronic control unit, and to a meth-
od and technique of controlling a power transfer device.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] There is a known vehicle power transfer device
including: a friction clutch that adjusts a transmission
torque to be transmitted from an input rotary member to
an output rotary member; a motor; a worm speed-reduc-
tion gear mechanism having a worm that is provided on
a shaft of the motor and a worm wheel that meshes with
the worm; and a conversion mechanism that generates
a pressing force of the friction clutch by converting a ro-
tary motion of the worm wheel into a linear motion. One
example of such a device is the transfer described in
Japanese Patent Application Publication No.
2017-65669 (JP 2017-65669 A).
[0003] EP 3 009 293 A1 relates to a vehicle power
transmission device. DE 10 2015 119133 A1 relates to
a method for operating a drive train of a vehicle with a
clutch unit, in particular for distributing torque on a pri-
mary axle and a secondary axle of the vehicle and/or for
the distribution of torque between two wheels of an axle
of the vehicle. WO 2016/111973 A1 relates to a transfer
case for use in a four-wheel drive vehicle and having a
clutch assembly disposed on a front output and a pass-
through rear output arrangement.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] To maintain the friction clutch in a fully engaged
state in the transfer as described in JP 2017-65669 A
such that the input rotary member and the output rotary
member rotate integrally, it is conceivable, for example,
to keep a constant rotation angle of the motor by feedback
control. However, when a driving current to the motor is
controlled so as to keep a constant rotation angle of the
motor, i.e., a constant pressing force of the friction clutch,
the motor current supplied to the motor varies and reach-
es a higher value. Thus, maintaining the friction clutch in
the fully engaged state (lock state) is accompanied by
an undesirable increase in the average current value of
the motor current supplied to the motor.
[0005] The present invention achieves a lower average
current value than hitherto of a motor current supplied to
a motor when a friction clutch is to be maintained in a
fully engaged state.
[0006] A first aspect of the present invention is a power
transfer device for a vehicle. The power transfer device

includes: a friction clutch configured to adjust a transmis-
sion torque to be transmitted from an input rotary member
to an output rotary member; a motor; a worm speed-re-
duction gear mechanism including a worm that is provid-
ed on a shaft of the motor and a worm wheel that meshes
with the worm; a conversion mechanism configured to
generate a pressing force in the friction clutch by con-
verting a rotary motion of the worm wheel into a linear
motion; and an electronic control unit configured to con-
trol a rotation angle of the motor. The electronic control
unit is configured to repeatedly execute rapid increase
control and gradual reduction control when the friction
clutch is to be maintained in a fully engaged state such
that the input rotary member and the output rotary mem-
ber rotate integrally. The rapid increase control is a con-
trol mode in which the rotation angle of the motor is in-
creased to a first rotation angle at a first speed gradient.
The first rotation angle is larger than a required rotation
angle that is required to maintain the friction clutch in the
fully engaged state. The gradual reduction control is a
control mode in which the rotation angle of the motor
having been increased by the rapid increase control is
reduced to a second rotation angle at a second speed
gradient. The second rotation angle is larger than or equal
to the required rotation angle and smaller than the first
rotation angle. The second speed gradient is smaller than
the first speed gradient.
[0007] With this configuration, when the friction clutch
is to be maintained in the fully engaged state such that
the input rotary member and the output rotary member
rotate integrally, the electronic control unit executes the
gradual reduction control of gradually reducing the rota-
tion angle of the motor to the second rotation angle, so
that the motor current supplied to the motor is adjusted
to a lower current value on an efficiency characteristic
line of the pressing force generated in the friction clutch
relative to the motor current supplied to the motor on a
piston returning side. Thus, the average current value of
the motor current supplied to the motor when the friction
clutch is to be maintained in the fully engaged state is
appropriately reduced, compared with if, for example,
control is executed so as to keep a constant rotation angle
of the motor when the friction clutch is to be maintained
in the fully engaged state.
[0008] In the above power transfer device for the ve-
hicle, the electronic control unit may be configured to
temporarily increase the rotation angle of the motor from
the second rotation angle to the first rotation angle by the
rapid increase control when the rotation angle of the mo-
tor is reduced to the second rotation angle by the gradual
reduction control. The rapid increase control may be a
control mode in which the rotation angle of the motor is
temporarily increased to the first rotation angle to in-
crease the pressing force of the friction clutch, and the
gradual reduction control may be a control mode in which
the rotation angle of the motor is reduced from the first
rotation angle to the second rotation angle to reduce the
pressing force of the friction clutch.
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[0009] With this configuration, when the friction clutch
is to be maintained in the fully engaged state, the motor
current supplied to the motor is appropriately reduced
during the execution of the gradual reduction control of
gradually reducing the rotation angle of the motor from
the first rotation angle to the second rotation angle to
reduce the pressing force of the friction clutch.
[0010] In the above power transfer device for the ve-
hicle, the worm wheel may be a spur gear. The shaft of
the motor may be disposed such that a rotational axis of
the shaft is inclined at an angle equal to a pitch angle of
the worm relative to a rotational plane that is orthogonal
to a rotational axis of the worm wheel.
[0011] With this configuration, the operation efficiency
of the worm speed-reduction gear mechanism in moving
the worm wheel in the direction of the rotational axis
thereof can be improved.
[0012] A second aspect of the present invention is a
control method of a power transfer device. The power
transfer device includes: a friction clutch configured to
adjust a transmission torque to be transmitted from an
input rotary member to an output rotary member; a motor;
a worm speed-reduction gear mechanism including a
worm that is provided on a shaft of the motor and a worm
wheel that meshes with the worm; a conversion mecha-
nism configured to generate a pressing force in the fric-
tion clutch by converting a rotary motion of the worm
wheel into a linear motion; and an electronic control unit
configured to control a rotation angle of the motor. The
control method includes repeatedly executing, by the
electronic control unit, rapid increase control and gradual
reduction control when the friction clutch is to be main-
tained in a fully engaged state such that the input rotary
member and the output rotary member rotate integrally.
The rapid increase control is a control mode in which the
rotation angle of the motor is increased to a first rotation
angle at a first speed gradient. The first rotation angle is
larger than a required rotation angle that is required to
maintain the friction clutch in the fully engaged state. The
gradual reduction control is a control mode in which the
rotation angle of the motor having been increased by the
rapid increase control is reduced to a second rotation
angle at a second speed gradient. The second rotation
angle is larger than or equal to the required rotation angle
and smaller than the first rotation angle. The second
speed gradient is smaller than the first speed gradient.
[0013] With this configuration, when the friction clutch
is to be maintained in the fully engaged state such that
the input rotary member and the output rotary member
rotate integrally, the electronic control unit executes the
gradual reduction control of gradually reducing the rota-
tion angle of the motor to the second rotation angle, so
that the motor current supplied to the motor is adjusted
to a lower current value on an efficiency characteristic
line of the pressing force generated in the friction clutch
relative to the motor current supplied to the motor on the
piston returning side. Thus, the average current value of
the motor current supplied to the motor when the friction

clutch is to be maintained in the fully engaged state is
appropriately reduced, compared with if, for example,
control is executed so as to keep a constant rotation angle
of the motor when the friction clutch is to be maintained
in the fully engaged state.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Features, advantages, and technical and indus-
trial significance of exemplary embodiments of the inven-
tion will be described below with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, in which like numerals denote like el-
ements, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a schematic configuration
of a vehicle to which the present invention is applied;
FIG. 2 is a sectional view illustrating a schematic
configuration of a transfer of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a skeleton diagram illustrating the schemat-
ic configuration of the transfer of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is an enlarged view of FIG. 2, illustrating the
configuration of a front wheel-driving clutch, a worm
gear, a screw mechanism, etc. provided in the trans-
fer of FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating the worm gear and an
electric motor provided in the transfer of FIG. 4;
FIG. 6A is a sectional view taken along line VI-VI in
FIG. 2, showing the position of a cam engaging mem-
ber coupled to a fork shaft when the fork shaft is in
a high-gear position;
FIG. 6B is a sectional view taken along line VI-VI in
FIG. 2, showing the position of the cam engaging
member coupled to the fork shaft when the fork shaft
is switching from the high-gear position to a low-gear
position;
FIG. 6C is a sectional view taken along line VI-VI in
FIG. 2, showing the position of the cam engaging
member coupled to the fork shaft when the fork shaft
is in the low-gear position;
FIG. 7 is a functional block diagram illustrating a main
part of control functions of an electronic control unit
that is provided in the vehicle of FIG. 1;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a main part of control
operations of the electronic control unit of FIG. 7 that
involve controlling a motor rotation angle of the elec-
tric motor such that a piston is switched to an H4L
position and that the front wheel-driving clutch is
maintained in a fully engaged state;
FIG. 9 is a view showing a time chart corresponding
to the flowchart of FIG. 8 in execution;
FIG. 10 is an enlarged view of the part of the time
chart of FIG. 9 enclosed by one-dot dashed line;
FIG. 11 is a view showing efficiency characteristics
of a clutch pressing force generated in the front
wheel-driving clutch relative to a motor current sup-
plied to the electric motor; and
FIG. 12 is a view showing a state of the motor current
supplied to the electric motor when, for example, un-
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like in an embodiment of the present invention, the
motor rotation angle of the electric motor is controlled
(feedback control) so as to maintain a required lock-
ing motor rotation angle that is calculated by a re-
quired locking motor rotation angle calculation part
of an electric motor controller shown in FIG. 7.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0015] An embodiment of the present invention will be
described below in detail with reference to the drawings.
In the following embodiment, the drawings are simplified
or deformed as appropriate, and thus the dimensional
ratios, shapes, etc. of the parts are not necessarily pre-
cisely represented.
[0016] FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a schematic config-
uration of a vehicle 10 to which the present invention is
applied, and is a view illustrating main parts of a control
system for executing various controls in the vehicle 10.
In FIG. 1, the vehicle 10 includes an engine 12 as a driving
source, left and right front wheels 14L, 14R (to be referred
to as front wheels 14 where no distinction is made ther-
ebetween), left and right rear wheels 16L, 16R (to be
referred to as rear wheels 16 where no distinction is made
therebetween), and a power transmission device 18 that
transmits power from the engine 12 to each of the front
wheels 14 and the rear wheels 16. The rear wheels 16
are main driving wheels that serve as driving wheels dur-
ing both of a two-wheel-drive (2WD) travel and a four-
wheel-drive (4WD) travel. The front wheels 14 are sub-
driving wheels that serve as idler wheels during a 2WD
travel and serve as driving wheels during a 4WD travel.
The vehicle 10 is a four-wheel-drive vehicle based on a
front-engine, rear-wheel-drive (FR) configuration.
[0017] The power transmission device 18 includes: a
transmission 20 coupled to the engine 12; a four-wheel-
drive vehicle transfer 22 that is a front-rear wheel power
transfer device (vehicle power transfer device) coupled
to the transmission 20; a front propeller shaft (power
transmission member) 24 and a rear propeller shaft 26
each coupled to the transfer 22; a front-wheel differential
gear device 28 coupled to the front propeller shaft 24; a
rear-wheel differential gear device 30 coupled to the rear
propeller shaft 26; left and right front-wheel axles 32L,
32R (to be referred to as front-wheel axles 32 where no
distinction is made therebetween) coupled to the front-
wheel differential gear device 28; and left and right rear-
wheel axles 34L, 34R (to be referred to as rear-wheel
axles 34 where no distinction is made therebetween) cou-
pled to the rear-wheel differential gear device 30. In the
power transmission device 18 thus configured, power
from the engine 12 that has been transmitted to the trans-
fer 22 through the transmission 20 is transmitted from
the transfer 22 to the rear wheels 16, sequentially through
the rear propeller shaft 26, the rear-wheel differential
gear device 30, the rear-wheel axles 34, etc. that consti-
tute a power transmission path on the side of the rear
wheels 16. Part of the power from the engine 12 that is

transmitted to the rear wheels 16 is selectively distributed
by the transfer 22 to the front wheels 14, and is transmit-
ted to the front wheels 14 sequentially through the front
propeller shaft 24, the front-wheel differential gear device
28, the front-wheel axles 32, etc. that constitute a power
transmission path on the side of the front wheels 14. The
front propeller shaft 24 is installed in the power transmis-
sion path between the transfer 22 and the front wheels
14, and is a power transmission member that transmits,
to the front wheels 14, power having been transmitted to
a rear wheel-side output shaft 44, to be described later,
of the transfer 22. The rear propeller shaft 26 is installed
in the power transmission path between the transfer 22
and the rear wheels 16, and is a power transmission
member that transmits, to the rear wheels 16, power hav-
ing been transmitted to a drive gear 46, to be described
later, of the transfer 22.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 1, a front-side clutch (on-off
clutch) 36 that establishes and interrupts a power trans-
mission path between a side gear 28sr of the front-wheel
differential gear device 28 and the front wheel 14R is
provided between the front-wheel differential gear device
28 and the front wheel 14R. The front-side clutch 36 in-
cludes: a first rotary member 36a provided integrally on
the front-wheel axle 32R, first clutch teeth 36b formed on
an outer circumference of the first rotary member 36a; a
second rotary member 36c provided integrally on the side
gear 28sr; second clutch teeth 36d formed on an outer
circumference of the second rotary member 36c; a
switching sleeve 36f having inner circumferential teeth
36e that can mesh with the first clutch teeth 36b and the
second clutch teeth 36d and provided so as to be mov-
able in the direction of a rotational axis C of the front-
wheel axle 32R; and a switching actuator 36g that is
caused by an electronic control unit (control unit) 130, to
be described later, to drive the switching sleeve 36f in
the direction of the rotational axis C. The front-side clutch
36 thus configured establishes and interrupts a power
transmission path between the front propeller shaft 24
and the front wheels 14L, 14R as the switching sleeve
36f is switched by the switching actuator 36g between a
meshing position at which the inner circumferential teeth
36e of the switching sleeve 36f mesh with the first clutch
teeth 36b and the second clutch teeth 36d, and a non-
meshing position at which the inner circumferential teeth
36e do not mesh with the second clutch teeth 36d. The
front-side clutch 36 may further include a synchronization
mechanism.
[0019] FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are views illustrating a sche-
matic configuration of the transfer 22. FIG. 2 is a sectional
view of the transfer 22, and FIG. 3 is a skeleton diagram
of the transfer 22. As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the
transfer 22 includes a transfer case 40 as a non-rotary
member. The transfer 22 includes, around a common
first rotational axis C1: an input shaft 42 which is rotatably
supported by the transfer case 40 and into which power
from the engine 12 is input through the transmission 20;
the rear wheel-side output shaft (input rotary member)
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44 that transmits power from the engine 12 to the rear
wheels 16 through the rear propeller shaft 26; a sprocket
drive gear (output rotary member) 46 that transmits pow-
er to a destination different from that of the rear wheel-
side output shaft 44; a high-low switching mechanism 48
as a sub-transmission that changes the speed of the ro-
tation of the input shaft 42 and transmits the rotation to
the rear wheel-side output shaft 44; and a front wheel-
driving clutch 50 as a multiple-disc friction clutch that ad-
justs a transmission torque to be transmitted to the drive
gear 46 as part of power of the rear wheel-side output
shaft 44. The drive gear 46 is supported on the rear
wheel-side output shaft 44 through a support bearing 52
so as to be rotatable relative to the rear wheel-side output
shaft 44. The rear wheel-side output shaft 44 is coupled
to the rear wheels 16 so as to be able to transmit power
thereto, while the drive gear 46 is coupled to the front
wheels 14 through the front-side clutch 36 so as to be
able to transmit power to the front wheels 14.
[0020] As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the transfer 22
includes, around a common second rotational axis C2
parallel to the first rotational axis C1, a front wheel-side
output shaft 54 that is coupled to the front propeller shaft
24 so as to be able to transmit power thereto, and a
sprocket driven gear 56 that is integrally provided on the
front wheel-side output shaft 54. The transfer 22 further
includes a front wheel-driving chain 58 that is wound
across the drive gear 46 and the driven gear 56, and a
4WD lock mechanism 60 as a dog clutch that integrally
couples together the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 and
the drive gear 46.
[0021] The transfer 22 thus configured adjusts a trans-
mission torque to be transmitted to the drive gear 46 by
the front wheel-driving clutch 50, and transmits the power
having been transmitted thereto from the transmission
20 to only the rear wheels 16 or distributes the power to
the front wheels 14 as well. Moreover, the transfer 22
switches, by the 4WD lock mechanism 60, between a
4WD lock state in which a difference in rotation speed
between the rear propeller shaft 26 and the front propeller
shaft 24 is not permitted, and a 4WD unlock state in which
a difference in rotation speed therebetween is permitted.
Furthermore, the transfer 22 establishes one of a high
speed-side gear stage H and a low speed-side gear stage
L, and transmits a rotation from the transmission 20 to a
rear stage after changing the speed of the rotation. Spe-
cifically, the transfer 22 transmits the rotation of the input
shaft 42 to the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 through
the high-low switching mechanism 48. In a state where
the transmission torque transmitted through the front
wheel-driving clutch 50 is zero and the 4WD lock mech-
anism 60 is disengaged, no power is transmitted from
the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 to the front wheel-
side output shaft 54, whereas in a state where a torque
is transmitted through the front wheel-driving clutch 50
or the 4WD lock mechanism 60 is engaged, power is
transmitted from the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 to
the front wheel-side output shaft 54 through the drive

gear 46, the front wheel-driving chain 58, and the driven
gear 56.
[0022] Specifically, the high-low switching mechanism
48 includes a single-pinion planetary gear device 62 and
a high-low sleeve 64. The planetary gear device 62 in-
cludes: a sun gear S that is coupled to the input shaft 42
so as to be unable to rotate around the first rotational
axis C1; a ring gear R that is disposed substantially con-
centrically with the sun gear S and coupled to the transfer
case 40 so as to be unable to rotate around the first ro-
tational axis C1; and a carrier CA that supports a plurality
of pinion gears P meshing with the sun gear S and the
ring gear R so as to be rotatable and revolvable around
the sun gear S. Thus, the sun gear S rotates at the same
speed as the input shaft 42, while the carrier CA rotates
at a lower speed than the input shaft 42. High-side gear
teeth 66 are fixedly provided on an inner circumferential
surface of the sun gear S, and low-side gear teeth 68
having the same diameter as the high-side gear teeth 66
are fixedly provided on the carrier CA. The high-side gear
teeth 66 are inner circumferential spline teeth that output
a rotation at the same speed as the rotation of the input
shaft 42 and contribute to establishing the high speed-
side gear stage H. The low-side gear teeth 68 are inner
circumferential spine teeth that output a rotation at a low-
er speed than the high-side gear teeth 66 and contribute
to establishing the low speed-side gear stage L. The high-
low sleeve 64 is spline-fitted on the rear wheel-side output
shaft 44 so as to be unable to rotate relative to the rear
wheel-side output shaft 44 and movable in the direction
of the first rotational axis C1 relative to the rear wheel-
side output shaft 44. The high-low sleeve 64 includes a
fork coupling portion 64a, and outer circumferential teeth
64b that are integrally provided adjacent to the fork cou-
pling portion 64a, and that mesh with each of the high-
side gear teeth 66 and the low-side gear teeth 68 as the
high-low sleeve 64 moves in the direction of the first ro-
tational axis C1 relative to the rear wheel-side output
shaft 44. In the high-low switching mechanism 48, a ro-
tation at the same speed as the rotation of the input shaft
42 is transmitted to the rear wheel-side output shaft 44
as the outer circumferential teeth 64b of the high-low
sleeve 64 mesh with the high-side gear teeth 66, and a
rotation at a lower speed than the rotation of the input
shaft 42 is transmitted to the rear wheel-side output shaft
44 as the outer circumferential teeth 64b of the high-low
sleeve 64 mesh with the low-side gear teeth 68.
[0023] The 4WD lock mechanism 60 includes lock
teeth 70 that are fixedly provided on an inner circumfer-
ential surface of the drive gear 46, and a lock sleeve 72
which is spline-fitted on the rear wheel-side output shaft
44 so as to be movable in the direction of the first rota-
tional axis C1 relative to the rear wheel-side output shaft
44 and unable to rotate relative to the rear wheel-side
output shaft 44, and on an outer circumferential surface
of which outer circumferential teeth 72a meshing with the
lock teeth 70 as the lock sleeve 72 moves in the direction
of the first rotational axis C1 are fixedly provided. When
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the 4WD lock mechanism 60 is in an engaged state with
the outer circumferential teeth 72a of the lock sleeve 72
and the lock teeth 70 meshing with each other, the rear
wheel-side output shaft 44 and the drive gear 46 are in-
tegrally rotated and thus the 4WD lock state is estab-
lished in the transfer 22.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the transfer 22
includes: a coil-shaped first spring 74 in a pre-com-
pressed state that is provided between the high-low
sleeve 64 and the lock sleeve 72, and butts against each
of the high-low sleeve 64 and the lock sleeve 72 so as
to urge the high-low sleeve 64 and the lock sleeve 72 in
directions away from each other; and a coil-shaped sec-
ond spring 76 in a pre-compressed state that is provided
between the drive gear 46 and the lock sleeve 72, and
butts against each of a protrusion 44a formed on the rear
wheel-side output shaft 44 and the lock sleeve 72 so as
to urge the lock sleeve 72 in a direction away from the
lock teeth 70. The urging force of the first spring 74 is set
to be larger than the urging force of the second spring
76. Thus, when the high-low sleeve 64 is moved to a
position at which the outer circumferential teeth 64b of
the high-low sleeve 64 and the high-side gear teeth 66
mesh with each other, the high-low sleeve 64 is moved
by the urging force of the second spring 76 to a position
at which the outer circumferential teeth 72a of the lock
sleeve 72 do not mesh with the lock teeth 70. When the
high-low sleeve 64 is moved against the urging forces of
the first spring 74 and the second spring 76 to a position
at which the outer circumferential teeth 64b of the high-
low sleeve 64 and the low-side gear teeth 68 mesh with
each other, the lock sleeve 72 is moved by the urging
force of the first spring 74 to a position at which the outer
circumferential teeth 72a of the lock sleeve 72 mesh with
the lock teeth 70.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 4, the front wheel-driving
clutch 50 is a multiple-disc friction clutch including: a
clutch hub 78 that is coupled to the rear wheel-side output
shaft 44 so as to be unable to rotate relative to the rear
wheel-side output shaft 44; a clutch drum 80 that is cou-
pled to the drive gear 46 so as to be unable to rotate
relative to the drive gear 46; a frictional engagement el-
ement 82 that is inserted between the clutch hub 78 and
the clutch drum 80 and selectively connects and discon-
nects the clutch hub 78 and the clutch drum 80 to and
from each other; and a piston 84 that presses the frictional
engagement element 82. The front wheel-driving clutch
50 reaches a disengaged state, when the piston 84 is
moved toward a non-pressing side (the right side in FIG.
4) that is the side away from the drive gear 46 and thus
the piston 84 does not butt against nor press the frictional
engagement element 82. Conversely, when the piston
84 is moved toward a pressing side (the left side in FIG.
4) that is the side toward the drive gear 46 and thus the
piston 84 butts against and presses the frictional engage-
ment element 82, the pressing force (clutch pressing
force F (N)) with which the piston 84 presses the frictional
engagement element 82 is adjusted through the amount

of movement (stroke) of a nut member 88 of a screw
mechanism (conversion mechanism) 86, to be described
later, that presses the piston 84 against the frictional en-
gagement element 82, so that the front wheel-driving
clutch 50 reaches a slipping state or a fully engaged state.
In short, the front wheel-driving clutch 50 reaches the
slipping state or the fully engaged state as the transmis-
sion torque thereof is adjusted.
[0026] When the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is in the
disengaged state, and the 4WD lock mechanism 60 is in
the disengaged state with the outer circumferential teeth
72a of the lock sleeve 72 and the lock teeth 70 out of
mesh with each other, the power transmission path be-
tween the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 and the drive
gear 46 is interrupted, so that the transfer 22 transmits
power having been transmitted thereto from the engine
12 through the transmission 20, to only the rear wheels
16. On the other hand, when the front wheel-driving clutch
50 is in the slipping state or the fully engaged state, the
transfer 22 distributes power having been transmitted
thereto from the engine 12 through the transmission 20,
to each of the front wheels 14 and the rear wheels 16.
When the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is in the slipping
state, a difference in rotation speed between the rear
wheel-side output shaft 44 and the drive gear 46 is per-
mitted, and thus a differential rotation state (4WD unlock
state) is established in the transfer 22. On the other hand,
when the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is in the fully en-
gaged state, the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 and the
drive gear 46 are integrally rotated, and thus the 4WD
lock state is established in the transfer 22. As the trans-
mission torque is controlled, the front wheel-driving clutch
50 can continuously change the torque distribution ratio
between the front wheels 14 and the rear wheels 16 from
0:100 to 50:50.
[0027] The transfer 22 further includes: an electric mo-
tor (motor) (see FIG. 5) 90 that is a driving device that
drives the high-low switching mechanism 48, the front
wheel-driving clutch 50, and the 4WD lock mechanism
60; the screw mechanism 86 that generates, through the
piston 84, the clutch pressing force F (N) with which the
piston 84 presses the frictional engagement element 82
in the front wheel-driving clutch 50, by converting a rotary
motion of a shaft 90a provided in the electric motor 90
into a linear motion of the nut member 88 in the direction
of the first rotational axis C1 and a rotary motion of the
nut member 88 around the first rotational axis C1; and a
transmission mechanism 92 that transmits a linear mo-
tion and a turning motion of the nut member 88 of the
screw mechanism 86 to each of the high-low switching
mechanism 48, the front wheel-driving clutch 50, and the
4WD lock mechanism 60.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 4, the screw mechanism 86
includes: the nut member 88 as a rotary member that is
disposed around the first rotational axis C1, and is indi-
rectly coupled to the shaft 90a of the electric motor 90
through a worm gear (worm speed-reduction gear mech-
anism) 94 of the transfer 22 so as to be able to transmit
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power to the shaft 90a; a screw shaft member 96 that
engages with the nut member 88; and a coupling member
98 that couples an end of the screw shaft member 96 on
a rear side (the side of the rear propeller shaft 26) and
the transfer case 40 that is a non-rotary member to each
other to allow the screw shaft member 96 to be installed
on the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 so as to be unable
to move in the direction of the first rotational axis C1 and
unable to turn around the first rotational axis C1 relative
to the transfer case 40. As shown in FIG. 4, the screw
shaft member 96 is prevented from moving in the direc-
tion of the first rotational axis C1, as an end of the screw
shaft member 96 on a front side (the end of the screw
shaft member 96 on the opposite side from the rear pro-
peller shaft 26 (from the rear side)) butts against the
clutch hub 78 through an annular member 100, and more-
over the end of the screw shaft member 96 on the rear
side butts against the coupling member 98. A needle
bearing 102 is interposed between the screw shaft mem-
ber 96 and the rear wheel-side output shaft 44, and the
screw shaft member 96 is supported on the rear wheel-
side output shaft 44 so as to be rotatable relative to the
rear wheel-side output shaft 44.
[0029] In the screw mechanism 86 thus configured, the
nut member 88 is driven to rotate by the electric motor
90 through the worm gear 94 so as to move in the direc-
tion of the first rotational axis C1. In this embodiment, as
shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, when the nut member 88 is
turned by the electric motor 90 around the first rotational
axis C1 in the direction of the arrow F1, the nut member
88 moves away from the front wheel-driving clutch 50 in
the direction of the first rotational axis C1 (moves in the
direction of the arrow F2) by the screw action between
the nut member 88 and the screw shaft member 96.
When the nut member 88 is turned by the electric motor
90 around the first rotational axis C1 in the opposite di-
rection from the direction of the arrow F1, the nut member
88 moves in the opposite direction from the direction of
the arrow F2 by the screw action between the nut member
88 and the screw shaft member 96.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 5, the worm gear 94 is a gear
pair including a worm 90b that is integrally formed on the
shaft 90a of the electric motor 90, and a worm wheel
104a that is formed integrally on a drum cam 104, to be
described later, and meshes with the worm 90b. The nut
member 88 includes a cylindrical internal thread portion
88a that engages with the screw shaft member 96
through a plurality of balls 106, and a flange portion 88b
that protrudes from an end of the cylindrical internal
thread portion 88a on the rear side, i.e., the side of the
rear propeller shaft 26, toward an outer circumferential
side, and the worm wheel 104a is integrally fixed on an
outer circumference of the flange portion 88b of the nut
member 88. On an outer circumference of the internal
thread portion 88a of the nut member 88, the piston 84
of the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is supported so as to
be rotatable around the first rotational axis C1 relative to
the internal thread portion 88a and unable to move in the

direction of the first rotational axis C1 relative to the in-
ternal thread portion 88a. Thus, the screw mechanism
86 is a power conversion mechanism that generates the
clutch pressing force F (N) in the front wheel-driving
clutch 50 by converting a rotary motion of the nut member
88 around the first rotational axis C1 into a linear motion
in the direction of the first rotational axis C1 by the screw
action between the nut member 88 and the screw shaft
member 96, and pressing the frictional engagement el-
ement 82 of the front wheel-driving clutch 50 through the
piston 84 provided on the nut member 88.
[0031] As the electric motor 90 is driven to rotate, the
worm wheel 104a formed on the drum cam 104 that is
fixedly provided on the nut member 88 moves in the di-
rection of the first rotational axis C1. Here, the width of
the worm wheel 104a in the direction of the first rotational
axis C1 is set to be larger than the width in the direction
of the first rotational axis C1 of the worm 90b formed on
the shaft 90a of the electric motor 90 fixed to the transfer
case 40, such that, even when the worm wheel 104a
moves in the direction of the first rotational axis C1, the
worm wheel 104a and the worm 90b formed on the shaft
90a remain in mesh with each other. The worm wheel
104a is a spur gear of which the flank line of outer cir-
cumferential teeth is parallel to the first rotational axis C1
around which the worm wheel 104a rotates. As shown
in FIG. 5, the shaft 90a of the electric motor 90 is disposed
such that a third rotational axis (first rotational axis) C3
around which the shaft 90a rotates is inclined at an angle
equal to a pitch angle θg of the worm 90b relative to a
rotational plane A orthogonal to the first rotational axis
(second rotational axis) C1 around which the worm wheel
104a rotates.
[0032] The transmission mechanism 92 includes: a
first transmission mechanism 92a that transmits a linear
motion of the nut member 88 in the screw mechanism
86 in the direction of the first rotational axis C1 to the
front wheel-driving clutch 50; and a second transmission
mechanism 92b that transmits to the high-low switching
mechanism 48 a linear motion, in the direction of the first
rotational axis C1, i.e., the direction of a fourth rotational
axis C4, of a leading end 108a (see FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B,
and FIG. 6C) of a cam engaging member 108, to be de-
scribed later, that is engaged in a cam groove 104c (see
FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B, and FIG. 6C) formed in the drum cam
104. The fourth rotational axis C4 is an axis parallel to
the first rotational axis C1.
[0033] As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the drum cam
104 includes the annular worm wheel 104a, a projecting
portion 104b that projects from an end of the annular
worm wheel 104a on the side of the fork shaft 110 toward
the rear propeller shaft 26, and the cam groove 104c
formed in an outer circumference of the projecting portion
104b. The projecting portion 104b has a shape, for ex-
ample, corresponding to a portion of a cylinder, and is
formed by projecting a circumferential portion of the worm
wheel 104a toward the rear propeller shaft 26.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B, and FIG. 6C, the
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cam groove 104c formed in the outer circumference of
the drum cam 104 has: an inclined cam groove 104d
extending in a direction inclined relative to the first rota-
tional axis C1; a first cam groove 104e as a switching
cam groove that is formed at an end of the inclined cam
groove 104d on the side of the screw mechanism 86 and
extends in a direction orthogonal to the first rotational
axis C1; and a second cam groove 104f that is formed
at an end of the inclined cam groove 104d on the opposite
side from the screw mechanism 86 and extends in a di-
rection perpendicular to the first rotational axis C1. Ac-
cording to the drum cam 104 thus configured, for exam-
ple, when, in a state where the leading end 108a of the
cam engaging member 108 is disposed in the first cam
groove 104e of the cam groove 104c of the drum cam
104 as shown in FIG. 6A, the nut member 88 is turned
by the electric motor 90 around the first rotational axis
C1 in the direction of the arrow F1 and the drum cam 104
is turned around the first rotational axis C1 in the direction
of the arrow F1, the leading end 108a of the cam engaging
member 108 is moved along the inclined cam groove
104d of the drum cam 104 in the direction of the arrow
F2, in an amount of movement D larger than the amount
of movement that the nut member 88 moves in the direc-
tion of the arrow F2 by the screw action between the nut
member 88 and the screw shaft member 96. Thus, the
leading end 108a is moved in the direction of the fourth
rotational axis C4 of the fork shaft 110. In other words,
when, in the state shown in FIG. 6A, the nut member 88
is turned by the electric motor 90 around the first rota-
tional axis C1 in the direction of the arrow F1, the cam
engaging member 108 is moved relative to the drum cam
104 in the direction of the fourth rotational axis C4 of the
fork shaft 110 due to the inclined cam groove 104d, in
the amount of movement D larger than the amount of
movement that the nut member 88 moves in the direction
of the arrow F2 by the screw action between the nut mem-
ber 88 and the screw shaft member 96.
[0035] For example, when, in a state where the leading
end 108a of the cam engaging member 108 is disposed
in the second cam groove 104f of the cam groove 104c
of the drum cam 104 as shown in FIG. 6C, the nut member
88 is turned by the electric motor 90 around the first ro-
tational axis C1 in the opposite direction from the direction
of the arrow F1 and the drum cam 104 is turned around
the first rotational axis C1 in the opposite direction from
the direction of the arrow F1, the leading end 108a of the
cam engaging member 108 is moved along the inclined
cam groove 104d of the drum cam 104 in the opposite
direction from the direction of the arrow F2, in the amount
of movement D larger than the amount of movement that
the nut member 88 moves in the opposite direction from
the direction of the arrow F2 by the screw action between
the nut member 88 and the screw shaft member 96. In
other words, when the electric motor 90 is driven to rotate
and the drum cam 104 is turned around the first rotational
axis C1 through the nut member 88, the cam engaging
member 108 engaged in the cam groove 104c formed in

the drum cam 104 is moved in the direction of the first
rotational axis C1 due to the cam groove 104c. Thus, the
cam engaging member 108 is moved in the direction of
the fourth rotational axis C4 of the fork shaft 110. In other
words, when the electric motor 90 is driven to rotate and
the drum cam 104 is turned around the first rotational
axis C1 through the nut member 88, the cam engaging
member 108 is moved in the direction of the fourth rota-
tional axis C4 of the fork shaft 110 relative to the drum
cam 104. The one-dot dashed circles shown in FIG. 6B
and FIG. 6C indicate the position of the leading end 108a
of the cam engaging member 108 of FIG. 6A. For exam-
ple, when, in the state shown in FIG. 6A, the nut member
88 is turned by the electric motor 90 around the first ro-
tational axis C1 in the opposite direction from the direction
of the arrow F1 and the drum cam 104 is turned around
the first rotational axis C1 in the opposite direction from
the direction of the arrow F1, the cam engaging member
108 is moved along the first cam groove 104e without
being moved in the direction of the fourth rotational axis
C4 of the fork shaft 110. Thus, in the state where the cam
engaging member 108 is engaged in the first cam groove
104e, the cam engaging member 108 is prevented by
the first cam groove 104e from moving in the direction of
the fourth rotational axis C4 of the fork shaft 110, even
when the nut member 88 turns around the first rotational
axis C1 in the opposite direction from the direction of the
arrow F1.
[0036] As shown in FIG. 4, the first transmission mech-
anism 92a includes a thrust bearing 112 that is interposed
between the piston 84 and the flange portion 88b of the
nut member 88, and a stopper member 114 that prevents
the piston 84 from moving toward the frictional engage-
ment element 82 relative to the nut member 88. The pis-
ton 84 is coupled to the nut member 88 through the thrust
bearing 112 and the stopper member 114 so as to be
unable to move in the direction of the first rotational axis
C1 relative to the nut member 88 and rotatable around
the first rotational axis C1 relative to the nut member 88.
Thus, a linear motion of the nut member 88 in the screw
mechanism 86 is transmitted to the piston 84 of the front
wheel-driving clutch 50 through the first transmission
mechanism 92a.
[0037] As shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, the second trans-
mission mechanism 92b includes: the fork shaft 110 that
is supported so as to be movable inside the transfer case
40 in the direction of the fourth rotational axis C4; a fork
116 that is fixedly provided on the fork shaft 110 and
coupled to the high-low sleeve 64; and a standby mech-
anism 120 that transmits a motion of the cam engaging
member 108 in the direction of the fourth rotational axis
C4 to the fork shaft 110 through a spring member 118.
The standby mechanism 120 is provided on the cam en-
gaging member 108. The second transmission mecha-
nism 92b transmits a motion of the cam engaging mem-
ber 108 in the direction of the fourth rotational axis C4 to
the high-low sleeve 64 of the high-low switching mech-
anism 48 through the standby mechanism 120, the fork
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shaft 110, and the fork 116. Thus, for example, when, in
the state shown in FIG. 6A, the cam engaging member
108 is moved in the direction of the arrow F2 relative to
the drum cam 104, the high-low sleeve 64 is moved to-
ward the drive gear 46. In other words, the high-low
sleeve 64 is moved to the position at which the outer
circumferential teeth 64b thereof mesh with the low-side
gear teeth 68. For example, when, in the state shown in
FIG. 6C, the cam engaging member 108 is moved in the
opposite direction from the direction of the arrow F2, the
high-low sleeve 64 is moved away from the drive gear
46. In other words, the high-low sleeve 64 is moved to
the position at which the outer circumferential teeth 64b
thereof mesh with the high-side gear teeth 66.
[0038] The transmission mechanism 92 further in-
cludes a third transmission mechanism 92c that transmits
a linear motion of the cam engaging member 108 in the
direction of the fourth rotational axis C4 to the 4WD lock
mechanism 60. Like the second transmission mecha-
nism 92b, the third transmission mechanism 92c includes
a fork shaft 110, a fork 116, and a standby mechanism
120, and further includes a high-low sleeve 64 coupled
to the fork 116, a first spring 74 installed in a compressed
state between the high-low sleeve 64 and the lock sleeve
72, and a second spring 76 installed in a compressed
state between the lock sleeve 72 and the protrusion 44a
of the rear wheel-side output shaft 44.
[0039] In the third transmission mechanism 92c, when,
in the state shown in FIG 6A, the cam engaging member
108 is moved in the direction of the arrow F2 relative to
the drum cam 104 and the high-low sleeve 64 is moved
to the position at which the outer circumferential teeth
64b thereof mesh with the low-side gear teeth 68 as de-
scribed above, the lock sleeve 72 is moved by the urging
force of the first spring 74 toward the drive gear 46. As
a result, the outer circumferential teeth 72a of the lock
sleeve 72 mesh with the lock teeth 70 of the drive gear
46. When, in the state where the outer circumferential
teeth 64b of the high-low sleeve 64 are in mesh with the
low-side gear teeth 68, the cam engaging member 108
is moved in the opposite direction from the direction of
the arrow F2 and the high-low sleeve 64 is moved to the
position at which the outer circumferential teeth 64b
thereof mesh with the high-side gear teeth 66, the lock
sleeve 72 is moved away from the drive gear 46 by the
urging force of the second spring 76. As a result, the
outer circumferential teeth 72a of the lock sleeve 72 come
out of mesh with the lock teeth 70 of the drive gear 46.
[0040] The outer circumferential teeth 72a of the lock
sleeve 72 mesh with the lock teeth 70 at the position at
which the fork shaft 110 allows the outer circumferential
teeth 64b of the high-low sleeve 64 to mesh with the low-
side gear teeth 68 (this position will be hereinafter re-
ferred to as a low-gear position). The frictional engage-
ment element 82 of the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is
pressed by the piston 84 at the position at which the fork
shaft 110 allows the outer circumferential teeth 64b of
the high-low sleeve 64 to mesh with the high-side gear

teeth 66 (this position will be hereinafter referred to as a
high-gear position), but is not pressed by the piston 84
at the low-gear position of the fork shaft 110. Of FIG. 6A,
FIG. 6B, and FIG. 6C, FIG. 6A is a view showing the
position of the cam engaging member 108 when the fork
shaft 110 is in the high-gear position; FIG. 6C is a view
showing the position of the cam engaging member 108
when the fork shaft 110 is in the low-gear position; and
FIG. 6B is a view showing the position of the cam engag-
ing member 108 when the fork shaft 110 is switching from
the high-gear position to the low-gear position. For ex-
ample, when, in the state shown in FIG. 6A, the drum
cam 104 is turned by the electric motor 90 in the opposite
direction from the direction of the arrow F1, the piston 84
of the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is moved from a po-
sition at which the piston 84 is not pressed against the
frictional engagement element 82 to a position at which
the piston 84 is pressed against the frictional engage-
ment element 82, while the cam engaging member 108
is not moved in the direction of the fourth rotational axis
C4 of the fork shaft 110 due to the first cam groove 104e
and the fork shaft 110 remains in the high-gear position.
[0041] In the vehicle 10 configured as has been de-
scribed above, a motor rotation angle (rotation angle) θm
(deg) of the shaft 90a of the electric motor 90 is controlled
by the electronic control unit (control unit) 130 to be de-
scribed later, and thereby the amount of movement
(stroke) of the piston 84 in the direction of the first rota-
tional axis C1 and the amount of movement (stroke) of
the fork shaft 110 in the direction of the fourth rotational
axis C4 are controlled. In other words, the position to
which the piston 84 moves in the direction of the first
rotational axis C1 and the position to which the fork shaft
110 moves in the direction of the fourth rotational axis
C4 are controlled.
[0042] For example, when the motor rotation angle θm
of the electric motor 90 is controlled by the electronic
control unit 130 such that the fork shaft 110 moves to the
high-gear position and the piston 84 moves to the position
at which the piston 84 does not butt against the frictional
engagement element 82 (i.e., the piston 84 moves to an
H2 position), the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is disen-
gaged while the high speed-side gear stage H is estab-
lished in the high-low switching mechanism 48, so that
the vehicle 10 reaches a two-wheel-drive state in which
driving power is transmitted from the engine 12 to only
the rear wheels 16. In the two-wheel-drive state in which
the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is disengaged, the front-
side clutch 36 is disengaged by the electronic control unit
130, so that a rotation is transmitted neither from the en-
gine 12 nor from the front wheels 14 to the rotary elements
(drive gear 46, front wheel-driving chain 58, driven gear
56, front wheel-side output shaft 54, front propeller shaft
24, front-wheel differential gear device 28, etc.) consti-
tuting the power transmission path from the drive gear
46 to the front-wheel differential gear device 28.
[0043] When the motor rotation angle θm of the electric
motor 90 is controlled by the electronic control unit 130
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such that the fork shaft 110 moves to the high-gear po-
sition and the piston 84 moves to the position at which
the piston 84 butts against the frictional engagement el-
ement 82 (i.e., the piston 84 moves to an H4 position),
the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is engaged (slipping en-
gagement or full engagement) while the high speed-side
gear stage H is established in the high-low switching
mechanism 48, so that the vehicle 10 reaches a four-
wheel-drive state in which driving power is transmitted
from the engine 12 to both the front wheels 14 and the
rear wheels 16. When, in the four-wheel-drive state in
which the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is engaged, the
motor rotation angle θm of the electric motor 90 is con-
trolled by the electronic control unit 130 such that the
piston 84 moves to an H4L position so as to maintain the
front wheel-driving clutch 50 in the fully engaged state,
the vehicle 10 reaches the 4WD lock state in which the
torque distribution ratio between the front wheels 14 and
the rear wheels 16 is 50:50.
[0044] For example, when the motor rotation angle θm
of the electric motor 90 is controlled by the electronic
control unit 130 such that the fork shaft 110 moves to the
low-gear position and the piston 84 moves to an L4 po-
sition, the 4WD lock mechanism 60 is engaged while the
low speed-side gear stage L is established in the high-
low switching mechanism 48, so that the vehicle 10
reaches the 4WD lock state in which the torque distribu-
tion ratio between the front wheels 14 and the rear wheels
16 is 50:50.
[0045] Various signals from sensors, switches, etc. as
shown in FIG. 7 are supplied to the electronic control unit
130 provided in the vehicle 10 as shown in FIG. 1. For
example, the following signals are input into the electron-
ic control unit 130: signals indicating rotation speeds Nfl,
Nfr, Nrl, Nrr (rpm) of the front wheels 14L, 14R and the
rear wheels 16L, 16R that are detected by a wheel speed
sensor 132; a high-gear request signal Hon that is a sig-
nal, for example, indicating that a high-gear selection
switch 134 used to select the high speed-side gear stage
H is operated by a driver and that is detected by the high-
gear selection switch 134; a signal indicating the motor
rotation angle θm (deg) of the shaft 90a of the electric
motor 90 that is detected by an electric motor rotation
angle sensor 136; a 4WD lock request signal LOCKon
that is a signal, for example, indicating that a 4WD lock
selection switch 138 used to prevent the rear wheel-side
output shaft 44 and the drive gear 46 from rotating at
different speeds (to allow the rear wheel-side output shaft
44 and the drive gear 46 to rotate integrally) is operated
by the driver; a signal indicating a rotation speed Nsr
(rpm) of the side gear 28sr that is detected by a side gear
rotation speed sensor 140; a signal indicating a throttle
valve opening degree θacc (%) that is detected by a throt-
tle valve opening degree sensor 142; a signal indicating
a vehicle speed V (km/h) that is detected by a vehicle
speed sensor 144; and signals indicating the position of
the switching sleeve 36f that are detected by a position
sensor 146, namely a signal Ps indicating that the switch-

ing sleeve 36f is at the meshing position and a signal Pd
indicating that the switching sleeve 36f is at the non-
meshing position.
[0046] Various output signals are supplied from the
electronic control unit 130 to the devices provided in the
vehicle 10. For example, an actuator driving command
signal Sa that is supplied to the switching actuator 36g
to switch the switching sleeve 36f between the meshing
position and the non-meshing position, and a motor cur-
rent Im (A) that is supplied to the electric motor 90 to
control the motor rotation angle θm (deg) of the shaft 90a
of the electric motor 90, are supplied from the electronic
control unit 130 to the relevant parts.
[0047] An H4L switch-on request determination part
150 shown in FIG. 7 determines whether or not there is
a request for switching the position of the piston 84 to
the H4L position such that the high speed-side gear stage
H is established in the high-low switching mechanism 48
and that the torque distribution ratio between the front
wheels 14 and the rear wheels 16 becomes 50:50. For
example, when the high-gear selection switch 134 and
the 4WD lock selection switch 138 are operated by the
driver, the H4L switch-on request determination part 150
determines that switching of the position of the piston 84
to the H4L position is requested.
[0048] An electric motor controller (controller) 152 is
provided with a first control section 152a, a second con-
trol section 152b, and a third control section 152c. The
electric motor controller 152 controls the position of the
piston 84 in the direction of the first rotational axis C1 by
controlling the motor rotation angle θm (deg) of the shaft
90a of the electric motor 90. Moreover, when the H4L
switch-on request determination part 150 determines
that switching of the position of the piston 84 to the H4L
position is requested, the electric motor controller 152
controls the motor rotation angle θm (deg) of the shaft
90a of the electric motor 90 such that the piston 84 moves
to the position at which the piston 84 butts against (comes
in contact with) the frictional engagement element 82.
For example, when the vehicle 10 is in the two-wheel-
drive state and the piston 84 is moved by the electric
motor controller 152 to the position at which the piston
84 butts against (comes in contact with) the frictional en-
gagement element 82, part of power having been trans-
mitted from the engine 12 to the rear wheel-side output
shaft 44 is transmitted to the front propeller shaft 24
through the front wheel-driving clutch 50, and the rotation
speed of the second rotary member 36c of the front-side
clutch 36 that is coupled to the front propeller shaft 24
so as to be able to transmit power thereto rises until
reaching the rotation speed of the first rotary member
36a coupled to the rear wheel 16R.
[0049] When the H4L switch-on request determination
part 150 determines that switching of the position of the
piston 84 to the H4L position is requested, a synchroni-
zation determination part 154 determines whether or not
the rotation speed of the second rotary member 36c has
synchronized with the rotation speed of the first rotary
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member 36a in the front-side clutch 36. For example,
when the difference between the rotation speed Nfr (rpm)
of the front wheel 14R detected by the wheel speed sen-
sor 132 and the rotation speed Nsr (rpm) of the side gear
28sr detected by the side gear rotation speed sensor 140
(Nfr - Nsr) decreases to or below a predetermined value,
the synchronization determination part 154 determines
that the rotation speed of the second rotary member 36c
has synchronized with the rotation speed of the first rotary
member 36a.
[0050] When the H4L switch-on request determination
part 150 determines that switching of the position of the
piston 84 to the H4L position is requested, and moreover
the synchronization determination part 154 determines
that the rotation speed of the second rotary member 36c
and the rotation speed of the first rotary member 36a
have synchronized with each other, a front-side clutch
controller 156 supplies the actuator driving command sig-
nal Sa to the switching actuator 36g to switch the position
of the switching sleeve 36f from the non-meshing position
to the meshing position.
[0051] When the front-side clutch controller 156 sup-
plies the actuator driving command signal Sa to the
switching actuator 36g to switch the position of the switch-
ing sleeve 36f from the non-meshing position to the
meshing position, an engagement determination part
156a provided in the front-side clutch controller 156 de-
termines whether or not the front-side clutch 36 has been
engaged. For example, when the position sensor 146
detects that the switching sleeve 36f has been switched
to the meshing position, the engagement determination
part 156a determines that the front-side clutch 36 has
been engaged.
[0052] When the H4L switch-on request determination
part 150 determines that switching of the position of the
piston 84 to the H4L position is requested, and moreover
the engagement determination part 156a determines that
the front-side clutch 36 has been engaged, the first con-
trol section 152a provided in the electric motor controller
152 executes first control of controlling the motor rotation
angle θm (deg) of the shaft 90a of the electric motor 90
to a required locking motor rotation angle (required rota-
tion angle) α (deg) that is calculated by a required locking
motor rotation angle calculation part 152d to be described
later. The first control is a control mode in which the motor
rotation angle θm (deg) is increased to the required lock-
ing motor rotation angle α and the piston 84 is pressed
against the frictional engagement element 82 to generate
the clutch pressing force F (N) of the front wheel-driving
clutch 50 such that the front wheel-driving clutch 50
reaches the fully engaged state.
[0053] When the H4L switch-on request determination
part 150 determines that switching of the position of the
piston 84 to the H4L position is requested, and moreover
the engagement determination part 156a determines that
the front-side clutch 36 has been engaged, the required
locking motor rotation angle calculation part 152d calcu-
lates the required locking motor rotation angle α that is

required for the front wheel-driving clutch 50 to integrally
rotate the rear wheel-side output shaft 44 coupled to the
clutch hub 78 and the drive gear 46 coupled to the clutch
drum 80. For example, the required locking motor rotation
angle calculation part 152d calculates the required lock-
ing motor rotation angle α (deg) by means of a predeter-
mined map and based on the throttle valve opening de-
gree θacc (%) detected by the throttle valve opening de-
gree sensor 142.
[0054] When the first control section 152a executes
the first control, a first control end determination part 152e
provided in the first control section 152a determines
whether or not to end the first control. For example, when
the motor rotation angle θm (deg) increases to the re-
quired locking motor rotation angle α (deg), the first con-
trol end determination part 152e determines to end the
first control. When the first control end determination part
152e determines to end the first control, the first control
section 152a ends (stops) the first control it is executing.
[0055] When the first control end determination part
152e determines to end the first control, the second con-
trol section 152b provided in the electric motor controller
152 executes second control (rapid increase control) of
controlling the motor rotation angle θm (deg) of the shaft
90a of the electric motor 90 to a wind-up motor rotation
angle (first rotation angle) β (β > α) (deg) that is calculated
by a wind-up motor rotation angle calculation part 152f
to be described later. The second control is a control
mode which is executed when the motor rotation angle
θm (deg) is equal to the required locking motor rotation
angle α (deg) and the piston 84 is pressing the frictional
engagement element 82 such that the front wheel-driving
clutch 50 is maintained in the fully engaged state, and in
which the motor rotation angle θm (deg) is increased rap-
idly and temporarily from the required locking motor ro-
tation angle α (deg) to the wind-up motor rotation angle
β (deg), i.e., increased toward an increasing side on
which the clutch pressing force F (N) of the front wheel-
driving clutch 50 increases as the piston 84 further press-
es the frictional engagement element 82.
[0056] When the first control end determination part
152e determines to end the first control, the wind-up mo-
tor rotation angle calculation part 152f calculates the
wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg) at which the clutch
pressing force F (N) of the front wheel-driving clutch 50
increases by a predetermined value from that at the re-
quired locking motor rotation angle α (deg). For example,
the wind-up motor rotation angle calculation part 152f
calculates, as the wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg),
a value (α + θc) obtained by adding a preset predeter-
mined rotation angle θc (deg) to the required locking mo-
tor rotation angle α (deg) calculated by the required lock-
ing motor rotation angle calculation part 152d.
[0057] When the second control section 152b exe-
cutes the second control, a second control end determi-
nation part 152g provided in the second control section
152b determines whether or not to end the second con-
trol. For example, when the motor rotation angle θm (deg)
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increases to the wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg),
the second control end determination part 152g deter-
mines to end the second control. When the second con-
trol end determination part 152g determines to end the
second control, the second control section 152b ends
(stops) the second control it is executing.
[0058] When the second control end determination
part 152g determines to end the second control, the third
control section 152c provided in the electric motor con-
troller 152 executes third control (gradual reduction con-
trol; rotation angle return control) of controlling the motor
rotation angle θm (deg) of the shaft 90a of the electric
motor 90 such that the motor rotation angle θm gradually
decreases to a rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle
(second rotation angle) γ (γ = α) (deg) that is calculated
by a rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle calculation
part 152h to be described later. The third control (gradual
reduction control) is a control mode which is executed
when the motor rotation angle θm (deg) is equal to the
wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg), and in which the
motor rotation angle θm (deg) is gradually reduced from
the wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg) to the rewind-
up-criteria motor rotation angle γ (deg), i.e., reduced to-
ward a decreasing side on which the clutch pressing force
F (N) of the front wheel-driving clutch 50 decreases.
[0059] When the second control end determination
part 152g determines to end the second control, the re-
wind-up-criteria motor rotation angle calculation part
152h calculates, as the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation
angle γ (γ = α) (deg), the required locking motor rotation
angle α (deg) that is calculated by the required locking
motor rotation angle calculation part 152d.
[0060] When the third control section 152c executes
the third control, a third control end determination part
152i provided in the third control section 152c determines
whether or not to end the third control. For example, when
the motor rotation angle θm (deg) decreases to the re-
wind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ (deg), the third
control end determination part 152i determines to end
the third control. When the third control end determination
part 152i determines to end the third control, the third
control section 152c ends (stops) the third control it is
executing.
[0061] In the second control section 152b and the third
control section 152c, when the third control end determi-
nation part 152i determines to end the third control, the
second control is re-executed to rapidly and temporarily
increase the motor rotation angle θm (deg) from the re-
wind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ (deg) to the wind-
up motor rotation angle β (deg). When the motor rotation
angel θm (deg) increases to the wind-up motor rotation
angle β (deg), the third control is re-executed to gradually
reduce the motor rotation angle θm (deg) from the wind-
up motor rotation angle β (deg) to the rewind-up-criteria
motor rotation angle γ (deg). The second control and the
third control are alternately and repeatedly executed until
the H4L switch-on request determination part 150 deter-
mines that switching of the position of the piston 84 to

the H4L position is not requested. In the second control
section 152b and the third control section 152c, a first
speed gradient (rate) θ1 (see FIG. 10) at which the motor
rotation angle θm (deg) is increased from the rewind-up-
criteria motor rotation angle γ (deg) to the wind-up motor
rotation angle β (deg) by the second control section 152b
is larger (higher) than a second speed gradient (rate) θ2
(see FIG. 10) at which the motor rotation angle θm (deg)
is reduced from the wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg)
to the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ (deg) by
the third control section 152c. Moreover, the second
speed gradient (rate) θ2 at which the motor rotation angle
θm (deg) is reduced from the wind-up motor rotation an-
gle β (deg) to the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle
γ (deg) by the third control section 152c is a speed gra-
dient (rate) that is preset so as to be smaller (lower) than
the first speed gradient (rate) θ1 and such that the motor
current Im (A) supplied to the electric motor 90 is appro-
priately reduced. Suppose that the second speed gradi-
ent (rate) θ2 is set to be smaller than a speed at which
the piston 84 is returned by a reaction force resulting from
the piston 84 pressing the frictional engagement element
82 with no current applied to the electric motor 90. Then,
in FIG. 11 showing the efficiency characteristics of the
clutch pressing force F (N) generated in the front wheel-
driving clutch 50 relative to the motor current Im (A) sup-
plied to the electric motor 90, the motor current Im sup-
plied to the electric motor 90 assumes a current value on
the first efficiency characteristic line L1 of the clutch
pressing force F (N) of the front wheel-driving clutch 50
relative to the motor current Im (A) supplied to the electric
motor 90 when the piston 84 is pressing the frictional
engagement element 82 (the efficiency characteristic line
on a piston pressing side). Therefore, the second speed
gradient (rate) θ2 is set to as small (low) a speed gradient
(rate) as possible, to such an extent as not to be smaller
than the speed at which the piston 84 is returned by the
reaction force resulting from the piston 84 pressing the
frictional engagement element 82 with no current applied
to the electric motor 90.
[0062] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a main part of
control operations of the electronic control unit 130 that
involve controlling the motor rotation angle θm (deg) of
the electric motor 90 such that the position of the piston
84 is switched to the H4L position and that the front wheel-
driving clutch 50 is maintained in the fully engaged state.
FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 are views showing time charts corre-
sponding to the flowchart of FIG 8 in execution.
[0063] First, in step (hereinafter "step" will be omitted)
S1 corresponding to the function of the H4L position
switch-on request determination part 150, it is deter-
mined whether or not switching of the position of the pis-
ton 84 to the H4L position is requested. When the deter-
mination result in step S1 is negative, the process returns
to the starting point. When the determination result in S1
is affirmative (at time t1 in FIG. 9), S2 corresponding to
the functions of the electric motor controller 152, the first
control section 152a, the synchronization determination
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part 154, the front-side clutch controller 156, and the en-
gagement determination part 156a is executed. In S2,
the motor rotation angle θm is controlled such that the
piston 84 moves to the position at which the piston 84
butts against (comes in contact with) the frictional en-
gagement element 82, so that the rotation speed of the
second rotary member 36c rises and synchronizes with
the rotation speed of the first rotary member 36a, and
the switching sleeve 36f is switched from the non-mesh-
ing position to the meshing position. Moreover, in S2,
when the switching sleeve 36f is switched from the non-
meshing position to the meshing position, the first control
of controlling the motor rotation angle θm (deg) to the
required locking motor rotation angle α (deg) is executed.
[0064] Next, in S3 corresponding to the function of the
first control end determination part 152e, it is determined
whether or not to end the first control, i.e., whether or not
the motor rotation angle θm has increased to the required
locking motor rotation angle α. When the determination
result in S3 is negative, i.e., when the motor rotation angle
θm is smaller than the required locking motor rotation
angle α, the first control is executed in S2. When the
determination result in S3 is affirmative (at time t2 in FIG.
9 and FIG. 10), S4 corresponding to the function of the
second control section 152b is executed. In S4, the first
control having been executed in S2 is ended (stopped),
and the second control of controlling the motor rotation
angle θm to the wind-up motor rotation angle β (deg) is
executed.
[0065] Next, in S5 corresponding to the function of the
second control end determination part 152g, it is deter-
mined whether or not to end the second control, i.e.,
whether or not the motor rotation angle θm has increased
to the wind-up motor rotation angle β. When the deter-
mination result in S5 is negative, i.e., the motor rotation
angle θm is smaller than the wind-up motor rotation angle
β, the second control is executed in S4. When the deter-
mination result in S5 is affirmative (at time t2a in FIG.
10), S6 corresponding to the function of the third control
section 152c is executed. In S6, the second control hav-
ing been executed in S4 is ended, and the third control
of controlling the motor rotation angle θm (deg) to the
rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ (deg) is execut-
ed. Next, in S7 corresponding to the function of the H4L
switch-on request determination part 150, it is deter-
mined whether or not switching of the position of the pis-
ton 84 to the H4L position is requested. When the deter-
mination result in S7 is negative, S1 is executed. When
the determination result in S7 is affirmative, S8 corre-
sponding to the function of the third control end determi-
nation part 152i is executed.
[0066] In S8, it is determined whether or not to end the
third control, i.e., whether or not the motor rotation angle
θm has decreased to the rewind-up-criteria motor rota-
tion angle γ. When the determination result in S8 is neg-
ative, i.e., when the motor rotation angle θm is larger than
the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ, the third
control is executed in S6. When the determination result

in S8 is affirmative (at time t2b in FIG. 10), S4 is executed.
In S4 to S8, the second control and the third control are
alternately and repeatedly executed until the determina-
tion result in S7 becomes negative (at time t3 in FIG. 9
and FIG. 10).
[0067] FIG. 11 is a view showing the efficiency char-
acteristics of the clutch pressing force F (N) generated
in the front wheel-driving clutch 50 relative to the motor
current Im (A) supplied to the electric motor 90 in the
case where the worm gear 94 is used in the transfer 22.
The first efficiency characteristic line L1 of FIG. 11 is a
line showing the efficiency characteristic of the clutch
pressing force F (N) of the front wheel-driving clutch 50,
i.e., the motor rotation angle θm (deg), relative to the
motor current Im (A) supplied to the electric motor 90
when the pressing force with which the piston 84 presses
the frictional engagement element 82 is increasing (pis-
ton pressing side). The first efficiency characteristic line
L1 is a line plotting a collection of pressing-side design
values that are specified based on measurement data
(the motor current Im, the motor rotation angle θm, etc.)
obtained by experiments. The second efficiency charac-
teristic line L2 of FIG. 11 is a line showing the efficiency
characteristic of the clutch pressing force F (N) of the
front wheel-driving clutch 50, i.e., the motor rotation angle
θm (deg), relative to the motor current Im (A) supplied to
the electric motor 90 when the pressing force with which
the piston 84 presses the frictional engagement element
82 is decreasing (piston returning side). The second ef-
ficiency characteristic line L2 is a line plotting a collection
of returning-side design values that are specified based
on measurement data (the motor current Im, the motor
rotation angle θm, etc.) obtained by experiments. As
shown in FIG. 11, even when the motor rotation angle
θm (deg) is the same, the efficiency characteristics are
different between the increasing side (piston pressing
side) on which the pressing force on the frictional en-
gagement element 82 is increased and the decreasing
side (piston returning side) on which the pressing force
on the frictional engagement element 82 is reduced, and
the motor current Im (A) on the piston pressing side is
larger than the motor current Im (A) on the piston return-
ing side.
[0068] FIG. 12 is a view showing the state of the motor
current Im (A) supplied to the electric motor 90 when, for
example, unlike in this embodiment, the motor rotation
angle θm of the electric motor 90 is controlled (feedback
control) such that the required locking motor rotation an-
gle α (deg) calculated by the required locking motor ro-
tation angle calculation part 152d of the electric motor
controller 152 is maintained. As shown in FIG. 12, when
feedback control of adjusting the motor current Im so as
to keep the motor rotation angle θm (deg) of the electric
motor 90 at the required locking motor rotation angle α
(deg) is executed from time t0, the motor current Im (A)
of the electric motor 90 initially becomes unstable, and
then settles at a current value, for example, a current
value Ic, somewhere between the first efficiency charac-
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teristic line L1 and the second efficiency characteristic
line L2 as indicated by the arrow Fh in FIG. 11, at which
the motor current Im (A) and the motor rotation angle θm
(deg) are balanced in each case.
[0069] FIG. 10 is an enlarged view of the part B of FIG.
9 enclosed by the one-dot dashed line. As shown in FIG.
10, in this embodiment, during the period in which the
front wheel-driving clutch 50 is maintained in the fully
engaged state (from time t2 to time t3), the duration of
execution of the third control of reducing the motor rota-
tion angle θm from the wind-up motor rotation angle β to
the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ (from time
t2a to time t2b) is longer than the duration of execution
of the second control of increasing the motor rotation
angle θm from the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation angle
γ to the wind-up motor rotation angle β by pressing the
frictional engagement element 82 by the piston 84 (from
time t2b to time t2c). Thus, the second efficiency char-
acteristic line L2 shown in FIG. 11 can be appropriately
adopted, so that, as shown in FIG. 10, the average value
of the motor current Im (A) supplied to the electric motor
90 while the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is maintained
in the fully engaged state (from time t2 to time t3) is ap-
propriately reduced compared with the current value Ic
(A) shown in FIG. 12. The one-dot dashed line L3 shown
in FIG. 9 is a virtual line indicating the current value Ic
(A) shown in FIG. 12.
[0070] As has been described above, the electronic
control unit 130 of the transfer 22 of this embodiment
includes the electric motor controller 152 that controls
the motor rotation angle θm of the electric motor 90. When
the front wheel-driving clutch 50 is to be maintained in
the fully engaged state such that the rear wheel-side out-
put shaft 44 and the drive gear 46 rotate integrally, the
electric motor controller 152 repeatedly executes the sec-
ond control (rapid increase control) of rapidly increasing
the motor rotation angle θm of the electric motor 90 at
the first speed gradient θ1 to the wind-up motor rotation
angle β larger than the required locking motor rotation
angle α that is required to maintain the front wheel-driving
clutch 50 in the fully engaged state, and the third control
(gradual reduction control) of gradually reducing the mo-
tor rotation angle θm of the electric motor 90, which has
been increased by the second control (rapid increase
control), at the second speed gradient θ2 smaller than
the first speed gradient θ1 to the rewind-up-criteria motor
rotation angle γ that is set to be equal to the required
locking motor rotation angle α. Thus, when the front
wheel-driving clutch 50 is to be maintained in the fully
engaged state such that the rear wheel-side output shaft
44 and the drive gear 46 rotate integrally, the third control
(gradual reduction control) of gradually reducing the mo-
tor rotation angle θm of the electric motor 90 to the rewind-
up-criteria motor rotation angle γ is executed by the elec-
tric motor controller 152. As a result, the motor current
Im supplied to the electric motor 90 is adjusted to a lower
current value on the second efficiency characteristic line
L2 of the clutch pressing force F generated in the front

wheel-driving clutch 50 relative to the motor current Im
supplied to the electric motor 90 on the piston returning
side. Therefore, the average current value of the motor
current Im supplied to the electric motor 90 when the front
wheel-driving clutch 50 is to be maintained in the fully
engaged state is appropriately reduced, compared with
if, for example, control is executed so as to keep the
motor rotation angle θm of the electric motor 90 constant-
ly at the required locking motor rotation angle α when the
front wheel-driving clutch 50 is to be maintained in the
fully engaged state.
[0071] According to the electronic control unit 130 of
the transfer 22 of this embodiment, the second control is
a control mode in which the motor rotation angle θm of
the electric motor 90 is temporarily increased to the wind-
up motor rotation angle β to increase the clutch pressing
force F of the front wheel-driving clutch 50, while the third
control is a control mode in which the motor rotation angle
θm of the electric motor 90 is gradually reduced from the
wind-up motor rotation angle β to the rewind-up-criteria
motor rotation angle γ to reduce the clutch pressing force
F of the front wheel-driving clutch 50. The second control
consists in temporarily increasing the motor rotation an-
gle θm of the electric motor 90 from the rewind-up-criteria
motor rotation angle γ to the wind-up motor rotation angle
β when the motor rotation angle θm of the electric motor
90 is reduced to the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation an-
gle γ by the third control. Thus, when the front wheel-
driving clutch 50 is to be maintained in the fully engaged
state, the motor current Im supplied to the electric motor
90 is appropriately reduced during the execution of the
third control of gradually reducing the motor rotation an-
gle θm of the electric motor 90 from the wind-up motor
rotation angle β to the rewind-up-criteria motor rotation
angle γ to reduce the clutch pressing force F of the front
wheel-driving clutch 50.
[0072] According to the electronic control unit 130 of
the transfer 22 of this embodiment, the worm wheel 104a
is a spur gear, and the shaft 90a of the electric motor 90
is disposed such that the third rotational axis C3 around
which the shaft 90a rotates is inclined at an angle equal
to the pitch angle θg of the worm 90b relative to the ro-
tational plane A orthogonal to the first rotational axis C1
of the worm wheel 104a. Thus, the operation efficiency
of the worm gear 94 in moving the worm wheel 104a in
the direction of the first rotational axis C1 can be im-
proved.
[0073] While the embodiment of the present invention
has been described above in detail based on the draw-
ings, other aspects of the present invention are also ap-
plicable.
[0074] For example, in the above-described embodi-
ment, the screw mechanism 86 is a power conversion
mechanism that converts a rotary motion of the nut mem-
ber 88 around the first rotational axis C1 into a linear
motion in the direction of the first rotational axis C1 by
the screw action between the nut member 88 and the
screw shaft member 96. Thus, the screw mechanism 86
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presses the frictional engagement element 82 of the front
wheel-driving clutch 50 through the piston 84 provided
on the nut member 88, and thereby generates the clutch
pressing force F (N) in the front wheel-driving clutch 50.
However, any other power conversion mechanism than
the screw mechanism 86, for example, a ball cam mech-
anism, may be used that generates the clutch pressing
force F in the front wheel-driving clutch 50 by converting
a rotary motion of the worm wheel 104a around the first
rotational axis C1 into a linear motion in the direction of
the first rotational axis C1.
[0075] In the above-described embodiment, the re-
wind-up-criteria motor rotation angle γ is set to the same
value as the required locking motor rotation angle α (γ =
α). Alternatively, for example, the rewind-up-criteria mo-
tor rotation angle γ may be set to a value larger than the
required locking motor rotation angle α but smaller than
the wind-up motor rotation angle β (α < γ < β).
[0076] In the above-described embodiment, the four-
wheel-drive vehicle based on an FR configuration has
been illustrated as the vehicle 10 to which the transfer
22 is applied. However, applications of the present in-
vention are not limited to this example. For example, the
vehicle 10 to which the transfer 22 is applied may be a
four-wheel-drive vehicle based on a front-engine, front-
wheel-drive (FF) configuration. While the front wheel-
driving clutch 50 of the embodiment is a multiple-disc
clutch, a single-disc clutch can also be adopted for the
present invention.

Claims

1. A power transfer device (22) for a vehicle (10), the
power transfer device (22) comprising:

a friction clutch (50) configured to adjust a trans-
mission torque to be transmitted from an input
rotary member (44) to an output rotary member
(46);
a motor (90);
a worm speed-reduction gear mechanism (94)
including a worm (90b) that is provided on a shaft
(90a) of the motor (90) and a worm wheel (104a)
that meshes with the worm (90b);
a conversion mechanism (86) configured to gen-
erate a pressing force in the friction clutch (50)
by converting a rotary motion of the worm wheel
(104a) into a linear motion; and
an electronic control unit (130) configured to
control a rotation angle of the motor (90), the
electronic control unit (130) being configured to
repeatedly execute rapid increase control and
gradual reduction control when the friction clutch
(50) is to be maintained in a fully engaged state
such that the input rotary member (44) and the
output rotary member (46) rotate integrally,

the rapid increase control being a control
mode in which the rotation angle of the mo-
tor (90) is increased to a first rotation angle
at a first speed gradient, the first rotation
angle being larger than a required rotation
angle that is required to maintain the friction
clutch (50) in the fully engaged state,
the gradual reduction control being a control
mode in which the rotation angle of the mo-
tor (90) having been increased by the rapid
increase control is reduced to a second ro-
tation angle at a second speed gradient, the
second rotation angle being larger than or
equal to the required rotation angle and
smaller than the first rotation angle, the sec-
ond speed gradient being smaller than the
first speed gradient.

2. The power transfer device (22) for the vehicle (10)
according to claim 1, wherein:

the electronic control unit (130) is configured to
temporarily increase the rotation angle of the
motor (90) from the second rotation angle to the
first rotation angle by the rapid increase control
when the rotation angle of the motor (90) is re-
duced to the second rotation angle by the grad-
ual reduction control; and
the rapid increase control is a control mode in
which the rotation angle of the motor (90) is tem-
porarily increased to the first rotation angle to
increase the pressing force of the friction clutch
(50), and the gradual reduction control is a con-
trol mode in which the rotation angle of the motor
(90) is reduced from the first rotation angle to
the second rotation angle to reduce the pressing
force of the friction clutch (50).

3. The power transfer device (22) for the vehicle (10)
according to claim 1 or 2, wherein:

the worm wheel (104a) is a spur gear; and
the shaft (90a) of the motor (90) is disposed such
that a rotational axis of the shaft (90a) is inclined
at an angle equal to a pitch angle of the worm
(90b) relative to a rotational plane that is orthog-
onal to a rotational axis of the worm wheel
(104a).

4. A control method of a power transfer device (22),
the power transfer device (22) including: a friction
clutch (50) configured to adjust a transmission torque
to be transmitted from an input rotary member (44)
to an output rotary member (46); a motor (90);
a worm speed-reduction gear mechanism (94) in-
cluding a worm (90b) that is provided on a shaft (90a)
of the motor (90) and a worm wheel (104a) that
meshes with the worm (90b); a conversion mecha-
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nism (86) configured to generate a pressing force in
the friction clutch (50) by converting a rotary motion
of the worm wheel (104a) into a linear motion; and
an electronic control unit (130) configured to control
a rotation angle of the motor (90),
the control method comprising repeatedly executing,
by the electronic control unit (130), rapid increase
control and gradual reduction control when the fric-
tion clutch (50) is to be maintained in a fully engaged
state such that the input rotary member (44) and the
output rotary member (46) rotate integrally,

the rapid increase control being a control mode
in which the rotation angle of the motor (90) is
increased to a first rotation angle at a first speed
gradient, the first rotation angle being larger than
a required rotation angle that is required to main-
tain the friction clutch (50) in the fully engaged
state,
the gradual reduction control being a control
mode in which the rotation angle of the motor
(90) having been increased by the rapid in-
crease control is reduced to a second rotation
angle at a second speed gradient, the second
rotation angle being larger than or equal to the
required rotation angle and smaller than the first
rotation angle, the second speed gradient being
smaller than the first speed gradient.

Patentansprüche

1. Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung (22) für ein Fahrzeug
(10), wobei die Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung (22)
umfasst:

eine Reibungskupplung (50), die ausgestaltet
ist, ein Übertragungsmoment anzupassen, das
von einem drehenden Eingangselement (44) zu
einem drehenden Ausgangselement (46) über-
tragen wird;
einen Motor (90);
einen Schnecken-Drehzahlreduktionsgetriebe-
mechanismus (94) mit einer Schnecke (90b),
die an einer Welle (90a) des Motors (90) bereit-
gestellt ist, und einem Schneckenrad (104a),
das mit der Schnecke (90b) in Eingriff gelangt;
einen Umwandlungsmechanismus (86), der
ausgestaltet ist, eine Andruckkraft in der Rei-
bungskupplung (50) durch Umwandeln einer
drehenden Bewegung des Schneckenrads
(104a) in eine lineare Bewegung zu erzeugen;
und
eine elektronische Steuereinheit (130), die aus-
gestaltet ist, einen Drehwinkel des Motors (90)
zu steuern, wobei die elektronische Steuerein-
heit (130) ausgestaltet ist, eine schnelle Erhö-
hungssteuerung und eine allmähliche Redukti-

onssteuerung wiederholt auszuführen, wenn
die Reibungskupplung (50) in einem vollständig
eingreifenden Zustand gewartet werden soll, so-
dass sich das drehende Eingangselement (44)
und das drehende Ausgangselement (46) als
Einheit drehen,
wobei die schnelle Erhöhungssteuerung ein
Steuermodus ist, bei dem der Drehwinkel des
Motors (90) auf einen ersten Drehwinkel bei ei-
nem ersten Drehzahlgradienten erhöht wird,
wobei der erste Drehwinkel größer als ein erfor-
derlicher Drehwinkel ist, der erforderlich ist, um
die Reibungskupplung (50) in dem vollständig
eingreifenden Zustand zu warten,
wobei die allmähliche Reduktionssteuerung ein
Steuermodus ist, bei dem der Drehwinkel des
Motors (90), der durch die schnelle Erhöhungs-
steuerung erhöht wurde, auf einen zweiten
Drehwinkel bei einem zweiten Drehzahlgradien-
ten reduziert wird, wobei der zweite Drehwinkel
größer als oder gleich dem erforderlichen Dreh-
winkel und kleiner als der erste Drehwinkel ist,
wobei der zweite Drehzahlgradient kleiner als
der erste Drehzahlgradient ist.

2. Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung (22) für ein Fahrzeug
(10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die elektronische Steuereinheit (130) ausgestaltet
ist, den Drehwinkel des Motors (90) zeitweise von
dem zweiten Drehwinkel zu dem ersten Drehwinkel
durch die schnelle Erhöhungssteuerung zu erhöhen,
wenn der Drehwinkel des Motors (90) auf den zwei-
ten Drehwinkel durch die allmähliche Reduktions-
steuerung reduziert ist; und
die schnelle Erhöhungssteuerung ein Steuermodus
ist, bei dem der Drehwinkel des Motors (90) zeitwei-
se auf den ersten Drehwinkel erhöht wird, um die
Andruckkraft der Reibungskupplung (50) zu erhö-
hen, und die allmähliche Reduktionssteuerung ein
Steuermodus ist, bei dem der Drehwinkel des Motors
(90) von dem ersten Drehwinkel zu dem zweiten
Drehwinkel reduziert wird, um die Andruckkraft der
Reibungskupplung (50) zu reduzieren.

3. Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung (22) für das Fahrzeug
(10) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
das Schneckenrad (104a) ein geradverzahntes
Stirnrad ist; und
die Welle (90a) des Motors (90) derart angeordnet
ist, dass eine Drehachse der Welle (90a) in einem
Winkel gleich einem Teilungswinkel der Schnecke
(90b) in Relation zu einer Drehebene, die orthogonal
zu einer Drehachse des Schneckenrads (104a) ist,
geneigt ist.

4. Steuerverfahren für eine Kraftübertragungsvorrich-
tung (22),
wobei die Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung (22) um-
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fasst: eine Reibungskupplung (50), die ausgestaltet
ist, ein Übertragungsmoment anzupassen, das von
einem drehenden Eingangselement (44) zu einem
drehenden Ausgangselement (46) übertragen wird;
einen Motor (90);
einen Schnecken-Drehzahlreduktionsgetriebeme-
chanismus (94) mit einer Schnecke (90b), die an ei-
ner Welle (90a) des Motors (90) bereitgestellt ist,
und einem Schneckenrad (104a), das mit der Schne-
cke (90b) in Eingriff gelangt; einen Umwandlungs-
mechanismus (86), der ausgestaltet ist, eine An-
druckkraft in der Reibungskupplung (50) durch Um-
wandeln eine drehenden Bewegung des Schne-
ckenrads (104a) in eine lineare Bewegung zu erzeu-
gen; und eine elektronische Steuereinheit (130), die
ausgestaltet ist, einen Drehwinkel des Motors (90)
zu steuern,
wobei das Steuerverfahren wiederholtes Ausführen,
durch die elektronische Steuereinheit (130), einer
schnellen Erhöhungssteuerung und einer allmähli-
chen Reduktionssteuerung umfasst, wenn die Rei-
bungskupplung (50) in einem vollständig eingreifen-
den Zustand gewartet werden soll, sodass sich das
drehende Eingangselement (44) und das drehende
Ausgangselement (46) als Einheit drehen,
wobei die schnelle Erhöhungssteuerung ein Steuer-
modus ist, bei dem der Drehwinkel des Motors (90)
auf einen ersten Drehwinkel bei einem ersten Dreh-
zahlgradienten erhöht wird, wobei der erste Dreh-
winkel größer als ein erforderlicher Drehwinkel ist,
der erforderlich ist, um die Reibungskupplung (50)
in dem vollständig eingreifenden Zustand zu warten,
wobei die allmähliche Reduktionssteuerung ein
Steuermodus ist, bei dem der Drehwinkel des Motors
(90), der durch die schnelle Erhöhungssteuerung er-
höht wurde, auf einen zweiten Drehwinkel bei einem
zweiten Drehzahlgradienten reduziert wird, wobei
der zweite Drehwinkel größer als oder gleich dem
erforderlichen Drehwinkel und kleiner als der erste
Drehwinkel ist, wobei der zweite Drehzahlgradient
kleiner als der erste Drehzahlgradient ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de transfert de puissance (22) pour un vé-
hicule (10), le dispositif de transfert de puissance
(22) comprenant :

un embrayage à friction (50) configuré pour ajus-
ter un couple de transmission à transmettre d’un
élément rotatif d’entrée (44) à un élément rotatif
de sortie (46) ;
un moteur (90) ;
un mécanisme de réduction de vitesse à vis
sans fin (94) comprenant une vis sans fin (90b)
qui est prévue sur un arbre (90a) du moteur (90)
et une roue à vis sans fin (104a) qui s’engrène

avec la vis sans fin (90b) ;
un mécanisme de conversion (86) configuré
pour générer une force de pression dans l’em-
brayage à friction (50) en convertissant un mou-
vement rotatif de la roue à vis sans fin (104a)
en un mouvement linéaire ; et
une unité de commande électronique (130) con-
figurée pour commander un angle de rotation
du moteur (90), l’unité de commande électroni-
que (130) étant configurée pour exécuter de ma-
nière répétée une commande d’augmentation
rapide et une commande de réduction progres-
sive lorsque l’embrayage à friction (50) doit être
maintenu dans un état complètement engagé
de telle sorte que l’élément rotatif d’entrée (44)
et l’élément rotatif de sortie (46) tournent de ma-
nière solidaire,
la commande d’augmentation rapide étant un
mode de commande dans lequel l’angle de ro-
tation du moteur (90) est augmenté à un premier
angle de rotation à un premier gradient de vites-
se, le premier angle de rotation étant plus grand
qu’un angle de rotation requis qui est nécessaire
pour maintenir l’embrayage à friction (50) dans
l’état complètement engagé,
la commande de réduction progressive étant un
mode de commande dans lequel l’angle de ro-
tation du moteur (90) ayant été augmenté par la
commande d’augmentation rapide est réduit à
un deuxième angle de rotation à un deuxième
gradient de vitesse, le deuxième angle de rota-
tion étant supérieur ou égal à l’angle de rotation
requis et inférieur au premier angle de rotation,
le deuxième gradient de vitesse étant inférieur
au premier gradient de vitesse.

2. Dispositif de transfert de puissance (22) pour le vé-
hicule (10) selon la revendication 1,
l’unité de commande électronique (130) étant confi-
gurée pour augmenter temporairement l’angle de ro-
tation du moteur (90) du deuxième angle de rotation
au premier angle de rotation par la commande d’aug-
mentation rapide lorsque l’angle de rotation du mo-
teur (90) est réduit au deuxième angle de rotation
par la commande de réduction progressive ; et
la commande d’augmentation rapide étant un mode
de commande dans lequel l’angle de rotation du mo-
teur (90) est temporairement augmenté au premier
angle de rotation pour augmenter la force de pres-
sion de l’embrayage à friction (50), et la commande
de réduction progressive étant un mode de comman-
de dans lequel l’angle de rotation du moteur (90) est
réduit du premier angle de rotation au deuxième an-
gle de rotation pour réduire la force de pression de
l’embrayage à friction (50).

3. Dispositif de transfert de puissance (22) pour le vé-
hicule (10) selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
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la roue à vis sans fin (104a) étant un engrenage
droit ; et
l’arbre (90a) du moteur (90) étant disposé de telle
sorte qu’un axe de rotation de l’arbre (90a) est incliné
selon un angle égal à un angle de pas de la vis sans
fin (90b) par rapport à un plan de rotation qui est
orthogonal à un axe de rotation de la roue à vis sans
fin (104a).

4. Procédé de commande d’un dispositif de transfert
de puissance (22),
le dispositif de transfert de puissance (22)
comprenant : un embrayage à friction (50) configuré
pour ajuster un couple de transmission à transmettre
d’un élément rotatif d’entrée (44) à un élément rotatif
de sortie (46) ; un moteur (90) ;
un mécanisme de réduction de vitesse à vis sans fin
(94) comprenant une vis sans fin (90b) qui est prévue
sur un arbre (90a) du moteur (90) et une roue à vis
sans fin (104a) qui s’engrène avec la vis sans fin
(90b) ; un mécanisme de conversion (86) configuré
pour générer une force de pression dans l’embraya-
ge à friction (50) en convertissant un mouvement
rotatif de la roue à vis sans fin (104a) en un mouve-
ment linéaire ; et une unité de commande électroni-
que (130) configurée pour commander un angle de
rotation du moteur (90),
le procédé de commande comprenant l’exécution ré-
pétée, par l’unité de commande électronique (130),
d’une commande d’augmentation rapide et d’une
commande de réduction progressive lorsque l’em-
brayage à friction (50) doit être maintenu dans un
état complètement engagé de telle sorte que l’élé-
ment rotatif d’entrée (44) et l’élément rotatif de sortie
(46) tournent de manière solidaire,
la commande d’augmentation rapide étant un mode
de commande dans lequel l’angle de rotation du mo-
teur (90) est augmenté à un premier angle de rotation
à un premier gradient de vitesse, le premier angle
de rotation étant plus grand qu’un angle de rotation
requis qui est nécessaire pour maintenir l’embraya-
ge à friction (50) dans l’état complètement engagé,
la commande de réduction progressive étant un mo-
de de commande dans lequel l’angle de rotation du
moteur (90) ayant été augmenté par la commande
d’augmentation rapide est réduit à un deuxième an-
gle de rotation à un deuxième gradient de vitesse,
le deuxième angle de rotation étant supérieur ou égal
à l’angle de rotation requis et inférieur au premier
angle de rotation, le deuxième gradient de vitesse
étant inférieur au premier gradient de vitesse.
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